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New Forest District Sailability 
Committee Meeting 

Held at 
Spinnaker Sailing Club, Blashford Lakes, Ivy Lane, Ringwood on Friday 15th August 2014 

at 16:00 hours. 
 

MINUTES 

1 Attendance 
1.1 Eric Blyth, Malcolm Bentley Tom Glasson, Rory Morrison, Rowena 

Marsh, Andrew Allen, Mary White, Jenny Monger, Denise Speirs, 
Chris Wales 

1.2 Apologies 
1.3 Richard Savill, Stefan Hart, Spike Spencer 

 
 

2    Minutes of the meeting held on 20.06.14 
2.1 Minutes agreed and signed off by the Chairman, Malcolm Bentley 

 

3    Website Proposals 
3.1 Chris Wales informed the Committee that he was in the throes of 

developing and updating the NFDS website; he explained that most 
of the changes would take place in the trustee’s area and aimed at 
roles rather than names.  Some of the links currently on the website 
no longer exist, and documents needed updating.  Old documents 
would be kept on the ‘archives’ website in a PDF format as this was 
considered to be the safest way to store data given that once 
converted it couldn’t be inadvertently altered.   

      Access was broken down into three groups, Admin, Trustees and 
Members.  Members would be able to access the website using their 
email address plus an individual password. There would be a more 
secure login for the Trustees page giving double security.  It was 
agreed that the NFDS logos would go at the top of the page.   

3.2 Concerns had been raised as to how next-of-kin information could be 
accessed by relevant co-ordinators; Chris confirmed that this 
information was not held on the website and suggested it should be 
obtained from the membership paperwork.  Stefan Hart, Volunteer 
Membership Secretary, to be asked to provide this information which 
would be held securely by front of house Admin. 

3.2 Concern was raised as there is currently no deputy for Chris; he 
agreed to provide details of essential data, passwords etc. to 
Malcolm    

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Chris Wales to 
Malcolm Bentley 

4   Matters Arising 
4.1 Item 4.1; use of Spinnaker Laser Stratos boats, Malcolm 

acknowledged that he had not approached the committee prior to 
hiring the Spinnaker boats but he had made an executive decision to 
go ahead with the hire as it allowed several trainees to sail with one 
instructor and gave a better introduction to sailing.  With only two 
instructors available it was not always possible to provide individual 
training sessions, there are currently 5 trainees and the cost of hiring 
the boats is £20 per session and £60 had been spent so far. 

      It was confirmed that there were a further three people on the waiting 
list who wanted to learn how to sail. 

4.2 Item 6.1; to date Martin Hadley has not asked for any contribution 
towards his expenses. 

4.3 Item 7.3; it was agreed that the Servo boat was rather fragile and 
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should now only be used for specifics and not for general use. 

5   Chairman’s report 
5.1Spinnaker was now asking for the NFDS contribution in respect of the 

refurbishment.  Though not content with the disabled toilets all other 
conditions had been met, therefore it was unanimously agreed to 
hand over £22,500 with immediate effect. The final payment of 
£2,500 would be paid over once Eric was completely satisfied that 
the refurbishment of the disabled facilities had been fully met. 

5.2Richard’s email relating to next-of-kin details, sent on 11th August 
2014 had been covered in point 3.2 above. 

 
 
 

Rowena & Eric 

6  Treasurer’s Report 
6.1 Rowena gave a brief resume of the financial hand-outs for the period 

1st November 2013 to 8th August 2014. 
6.2 Rowena to define how much money NFDS have once all payments 

have been made to Spinnaker and Testwood Sailability. 

 

7 Sailing Captain’s Report 
7.1The 30th August 2014 is Lymington’s Sailability ‘Taster Day’ Rory has 

sent out an email to all members with this information.  Lymington 
would like NFDS to have a boat there which Malcolm has agreed to 
do but cannot tow it.  Race Team to be asked for help and if possible 
supply a driver. 

7.2 A request was made in respect of buying one or two new boats for 
racing if NFDS were to be given another donation next year.  It was 
suggested that it would also greatly assist volunteers and sailors 
alike if they were then left on the road trailer; consideration was to be 
given also into the possible to purchase a new double trailer.  After 
much discussion it was agreed that this would need a thorough 
‘think’ through once all expenditure had gone from the Bank.  This 
point to be carried over to September meeting when strategic 
thinking and capital expenditure would be discussed more fully. 

7.3 The two new awnings were now in place at a cost of £7,000 for both 
(£3,500 each); Spinnaker are hoping to erect a third awning but not 
this year due to financial constraints; they would be happy to discuss 
a third awning if NFDS would consider contributing towards it.  This 
item will also be carried forward to September meeting when 
Rowena has full costs to hand. 

7.4 The Fordingbridge Rotary organisers had expressed an interest in a 
talk about what NFDS does; it was agreed that Mary would deal with 
this. 

 
 

Malcolm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Rowena 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mary 

8 Bosun’s report 
8.1 It was confirmed that Spike, Richard and Andrew’s project was to 

look at raising the end of the pontoon.  

 
Spike/Richard/Andrew 

9    Member’s representative’s report 
9.1 Nothing to report. 

 

10 Events co-ordinator’s report 
10.1 Mary confirmed that NFDS would be receiving a donation from 

the Ferndown Golf Club, the proceeds of a raffle. 
10.2 In addition to the above Verwood Rotary also want to make a 

donation to NFDS. 
10.3 There was to be a Rustic Fayre in Verwood on Bank Holiday 

Monday; the organisers have asked for a boat and a disabled sailor if 
possible.  It was agreed that Tom and Rory would organise this. 

 
 
 
 
 

Tom/Rory 
 
 

Richard 
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10.4 Ringwood Carnival – NFDS would take part in the Carnival on 
Saturday 20th September 2014; the theme would be ‘Pirates of the 
Caribbean’ Richard Buxton is organising the float. Tom agreed that 
he would tow a boat around the carnival route on the Friday evening; 
volunteers required to take up a collection.  

10.5 The volunteers ‘bring and share lunch’ would be held on 24th 
September 2014.  Wine would be provided by NFDS, the budget was 
a maximum of £50. 

10.6 The Christmas lunch would be held on 15th December 2014, 
Mary to reserve.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mary 
 

11 Publicity  
11.1 A press release had been sent to the Journal and the Echo in 

relation to the Water Fest. 
11.2 The ‘Newsletter’ was a work in progress and on-going. 

 

12 Any other business 
12.1 Chris Wales; new/up-dated website – dealt with under item 3.1. 
12.2 Advertising; ‘The New Forest Drift, Community Magazine.   

NFDS can get free listing; it was agreed that Jenny would deal with 
this.  

12.3 Sailability Flag; it was Eric’s Flag and not a Committee item. 
12.4 Volunteer contact details; dealt with under item 3.2. 
12.5  The ‘do-it website; no change as long as there is no cost 

attached. 
12.6 Congratulations were offered to Mary on the excellent catering                        

provided for the Water Fest. 
12.7 Spinnaker have now agreed that the ‘front double doors may be 

opened but no-one must use them as a point of entry other than 
admin for alerting sailors that it is their turn to sail. 

12.8 NFDS have now been given a key to access the building; the key 
will be kept with the lap-top in the shed.  Malcolm will check with 
Spinnaker what procedures are in place for members. 

12.9 It was confirmed that NFDS now have many new volunteers who 
are brilliant. 

12.10 DBS checks; Liz Glasson would like clarification of the extent of 
her responsibilities for DBS checks, in particular regarding setting 
policy for renewing checks.  The committee agreed that her 
responsibilities were limited to processing the checks for any new 
volunteers for whom she is supplied with details, generally from the 
Membership Secretary.  It is not the responsibility of Liz to ensure 
that a DBS check is submitted for all new volunteers or to determine 
the frequency, if at all that checks are renewed for longstanding 
volunteers. 

NFDS needs to determine a policy for the renewal of checks and it was 
hoped that Liz could provide information on any recommendations 
that the RYA and Government provide so that this can be considered 
at the next meeting.    

 
 
Jenny 

13 Date of next meeting: The next meeting would be held on Friday 
19th September 2014 at the Spinnaker clubhouse at 16:00 hours.  
Dates of following meetings:  Note these are the third Fridays of 
the month: 
 Friday 17th October 2014 

 


